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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an ontology matching mechanism
for SPARQL query anonymization in a cooperative SPARQL query editing system. To provide a privacy-protection of SPARQL queries on the
system, we proposed a mapping-based conversion of a query to a “semantically equivalent or very similar” query by using another ontologies. The
mapping-based conversion uses ontology mappings to anonymize what
the user is investigating in the query. Our mechanism uses two measures such as graph distance and semantic similarity, and also allows us
to check anonymized queries whether it is a query according to user’s
preference by selecting the mappings from mapping candidates.
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Introduction

A “query” is an intellectual resource among many on the vast web of multimedia
content[9]. It is diﬃcult for us to generate applicable queries for various resources
since sometimes we have no particular knowledge about these resources. Also,
structured query languages are quite expressive, yet they require an array of technical skills and knowledge on query language, syntax, and domain schema[20].
There are some approaches to support Linked Open Data retrievals from data
resources, which are keyword-based, form-based and faceted search work[5][7].
These approaches would be helpful for us to retrieve various data from data
resources as well as to solve elementary skills and knowledge. Other approaches
have been also presented to utilize ontology mappings[15] in order to support
the coding process of a SPARQL query for users who are unfamiliar to code
it[8][12]. There approaches would be helpful for us to solve the complexity of
domain-specific ontologies.
We focus on how to make complex queries such as federated queries across
data resources and the single-stop entry point for Linked Open Data3 . A possible
idea is to support to have a help from another person. However, when we try
3
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to ask more people to involve, in some case it makes also necessary to keep the
context of the query secret and private to avoid revealing what data are targeted
to be searched when the person who would help is outside from the institution
of the user or other reasons for privacy issues.
In this paper, we propose an ontology matching mechanism for SPARQL
query anonymization in a cooperative SPARQL query editing system. We consider the requirement of anonymized queries and domain anonymization measures.

2

Motivation

We consider a possible scenario to use a cooperative SPARQL query editing
system. A user would like to make a SPARQL query, which retrieve media genres
and the count of genres for each year from media resources. However, the user
does not have skills or knowledge about how to count items by using GROUP
BY clause. It might be diﬃcult for users to solve this issue by using some existing
services. The user seeks a help from another person, then the user discusses the
query on the cooperative SPARQL query editing system. In this case, it is a
chance for another person to know what data are targeted to be searched. The
user would like to keep the context of the query secret and private to avoid
revealing them. We therefore try to anonymize SPARQL queries to discuss it
and to keep the context of the query secret.
Figure 1 shows the workflow of the cooperative SPARQL query editing system. When a user input a SPARQL query, its comment, and some information
on our system, our system would convert the query to an anonymized query and
send another person. After a helper receives the anonymized query, the helper
would revise and discuss it. Then our system reconverts the revised query to an
original-domain query for the user.

3

MCHA SPAIDA

3.1

Overview

We are implementing a cooperative SPARQL query editing system, named MCHA
SPAIDA4 , which is an extended version of our previously implemented system
SPAIDA[2] for utilizing ontology mappings on SPARQL queries[1][2][4] which
also includes anonymous helper mechanism MCHA for cooperatively editing
and sophisticating queries. By collecting the processes of executing queries and
checking results on this system, we aim to provide an environment for accumulating know-how of coding SPARQL queries in this system.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show overviews of MCHA SPAIDA. A user makes an
original query, that is to be reviewed and commented by anonymous helpers but
it contains some information to be hidden from them. The user also describes
4
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Fig. 1. The workflow of the cooperative SPARQL query editing system

a comment of this query, that is what the user would have for a support. After
that, this system generates mapping candidates and anonymized queries (Figure
2). An anonymized query uses ontology mappings, that might be useful for us
to anonymize SPARQL queries. Mapping candidates show us ontologies and
anonymized measures. This system allows helpers to discuss a SPARQL query
with the endpoint and its comment, and to help editing and enhancing a query
(Figure 3). Here, the modified query can be transformed into the original form
using these ontology mappings.
We are implementing a prototype system as a web application with SPARQL
query editors and anonymous helpers. Figure 4 shows a system structure of
MCHA SPAIDA. A user can browse the information by using a web application
created by React, and MCHA SPAIDA is implemented using Scala and Play
Framework, which is a web application framework.

3.2

Query Anonymization

When a user discusses a SPARQL query with SPARQL experts as helpers, our
system could convert the query to an anonymized query by using an application
of the on-the-fly mapping generation mechanism. This mechanism is MCHA
(Mapping-based Conversion for Human-based query writing Assistance), which
rather convert a query to another query which targets to completely diﬀerent
things while it tries to keep their attributes in the sense of complexity and
structure of the output.
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Fig. 2. An overview of MCHA SPAIDA (1)

In Wikidata SPARQL Logs5 , they describe the definition of anonymised
query, that is the query reformatted and processed for reducing identifiability
and this string is URL-encoded. The query strings were processed to remove potentially identifying information as far as possible, and to reduce spurious signals
that could be used to reconstruct user traces5 . Figure 5 shows an anonymised
query example in Wikidata SPARQL Logs5 . Note that, in query (c) we have
removed the comments which have appeared in the original example in order
to make it easier to read. However, this anonymization approach does not hide
what the query is intended to search and the actual results to be searched.
Here, we consider the three requirements of anonymized queries. First requirement is to anonymize the targets of an original query. It is better to use
heterogeneous ontologies in order to anonymize queries. Second requirement is to
retrieve results that tend to resemble original queries when users execute them.
Third requirement is to be easy to reflect edited queries to original queries as
much as possible. Our MCHA mechanism would generate mapping data to convert original queries to anonymized query which satisfies these requirements.
In the initial execution, our system converts a query to an anonymized query
in Figure 6. The original query could retrieve results from the endpoint. However,
in this result, the anonymized query could not retrieve results from it. In this
case, the anonymized query could not be useful for help editing and enhancing
the query. Therefore, we would prepare an ontology matching mechanism that
support the mapping-based conversion of a query to another query.
5
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Fig. 3. An overview of MCHA SPAIDA (2)
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MCHA Mechanism

We focus on ontology mapping and consider a mechanism to generate ontology
mappings to convert queries to anonymize queries using terms in ontologies.
The problem in generating ontology mappings for the query anonymization is to
select mapping targets as domain ontologies. There are many candidate target
ontologies (or Linked Open Data), actually there are over 200 available endpoints6 and over 10,000 ontologies7 . In SPARQL queries, it is possible to use a
combination of multiple ontologies or schemas such as the federated query. Some
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Fig. 4. System structure of MCHA SPAIDA
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Fig. 6. An example mapping-based conversion of a query to an anonymized query

ontologies also have complicated class and property structures. Since ontologies
are used only a few in queries, considering how to retrieve subgraphs according to
them, it might increase the number of combinations. By increasing the number
of combinations, it is necessary to solve implementation problems in calculation
and speed. There might be a trade-oﬀ between quality of anonymization and the
implementation problems. Furthermore, the preference of anonymized queries
and strength are diﬀerent for each user, then it is necessary for users to show
multiple anonymized queries.

4.1

Domain anonymization measures

We consider the measures of domain anonymization. We propose two domain
anonymized measures, graph distance and semantic similarity.
The graph similarity has been studied with graph similarity search, whose
goal is to retrieve relevant graphs given a user-specified, graph-structured query[11].
There have been some approaches for modeling and computation of similarity between graphs, such as graph edit distances[18], maximum common subgraphs[19],
edge/feature misses[22], graph alignment[21]. MCHA mechanism would use MultiLayer Index (ML-Index)[11], which is a multi-layered graph indexing approach to
eﬃciently addressing the similarity search problem in graph databases. The sim-
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ilarity search problem defined up the graph edit distance constraint. We apply
graph edit distance using ontologies as well as directed labeled graphs.
Here, we briefly summarize the basic definitions∑of ML-Index[11] as follows.
In [11], a graph g is defined as a 4-tuple (Vg∑
, Eg , lg , ), where Vg is a vertex∑
set;
Eg ⊆ Vg × Vg is an edge set; lg : Vg ∪ Eg →
is a labeling function, where
is
the label set of vertices and edges. Here, as the definitions in [11], we would omit
the subscript g in the notations when the context is clear. As explained in [11], a
graph g can be modified by the following graph edit operations, which include (1)
inserting a new, isolated vertex u; (2) inserting a new edge e = (u, v) between
existing vertices u and v; (3) deleting an isolated vertex u; (4) deleting an edge
e = (u, v); (5) changing the label l(u) of the vertex u; (6) changing the label l(e)
of the edge e. So, in [11], the distance among two graphs is initially defined by
the minimum editing operations from one graph to another graph, i.e., given two
graphs g and g ′ , g can be modified step-by-step to g ′ , or vice versa, by a finite
sequence of graph edit operations, the minimum number of which is referred
to as the graph edit distance (GED) between g and g ′ , denoted as GED(g, g ′ ).
Here, the computation of graph edit distance is not an easy task because of its
computational costs[11]. ML-Index is an eﬃcient indexing approach to relax this
computational cost issue by utilizing a well-designed hashing of the associated
inverted index and its graph profile.
A semantic similarity (that is sometimes called as semantic relatedness) is
an aggregate of the interconnections between two concepts, that is a slightly
diﬀerent notion form semantic distance, though the two terms are sometimes
used interchangeably[6]. Semantic relatedness of entities has been heavily researched over the past couple of decades, that can identify two directions such as
corpus-based and graph-based[10]. The corpus-based semantic relatedness models
entities as multi-dimensional vectors that are computed based on distributional
semantics techniques and word embeddings[14][17]. The graph-based semantic
relatedness relies on a graph structured knowledge base such as WordNet8 and
DBpedia9 . There also have been proposed the graph-based approaches, one is
using object properties[13] and other one is based on instances[16]. MCHA mechanism first would apply the corpus-based approach, that uses Jaccard Index,
since it is easier to understand for the users to know whether it can be measured
semantic similarity or not.
4.2

Implementation

We are implementing our approach on our MCHA SPAIDA system. Figure 7
shows an overview of how the approach is actually used, with an example request
and configuration in MCHA SPAIDA. MCHA SPAIDA allows us to adjust the
semantic similarity between an original ontology and target ontologies by using
the slider.
8
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Fig. 7. An overview of the request and configuration in MCHA SPAIDA

Figure 8 shows a workflow of query anonymization in MCHA SPAIDA. When
the user input a SPARQL query, ontology information, anonymous measure and
others, then the mapping generator generates mapping candidates between used
ontologies and stored ontologies in our system. After that, the query anonymizer
converts the query to anonymized queries by using mapping candidates. Our
system allows us to interactively check anonymized queries with mapping candidates, the user could choose one of the anonymized queries based on the user’s
preference.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an ontology matching mechanism for SPARQL query
anonymization in a cooperative SPARQL query editing system. We aim to a
privacy-protection of SPARQL queries on the system, we proposed a mappingbased conversion of a query to a “semantically equivalent or very similar” query
by using another ontologies. The mapping-based conversion uses ontology mappings to anonymize what the user is investigating in the query. Our mechanism
uses two measures such as graph distance and semantic similarity, and also allows us to check anonymized queries whether it is a query according to user’s
preference by selecting the mappings from mapping candidates.
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